Company Name: MAD SCIENCE

Job Title: MAD SCIENCE INSTRUCTOR

Work Location: MANY CLASSES CLOSE TO RUTGERS!!

Payrate: $25/1 HOUR CLASS PLUS BONUSES

Type of Business: EDUCATION WITH SCIENCE CORE

Start Date: IMMEDIATELY

Hours/Days: VERY FLEXIBLE

Openings: 30 PLUS

Contact Name: SUSAN HENNICKE

Contact email/phone: awesomejobs@madscienceofnj.com

How to apply:
PLEASE GO TO OUR WEBSITE AT www.madsciencerocks.com AND FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

Job Description:
AFTER BEING TRAINED ON OUR STEM AND STEAM APPROVED PROGRAMMING, YOU WILL GO INTO SCHOOLS AND PRESENT MAD SCIENCE PROGRAMS TO AWESOME KIDS.

ONLY HAVE WEEKENDS AVAILABLE? BECOME A MAD SCIENCE BIRTHDAY PARTY HOST.

FUN JOB! GREAT PAY! FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE!

VERY FLEXIBLE, AS FEW AS TWO AFTERNOONS A WEEK. EASY TO FIT IN AROUND YOUR BUSY SCHEDULE.

Qualifications:
YOU SHOULD ENJOY WORKING WITH KIDS AND LOVE SCIENCE. WE TEACH YOU THE REST! A CAR IS A MUST.